DRIVING DIRECTIONS TO CHALETS
Chalet Chez Claude
Address: 1243 Route de la Plagne, Morzine, 74110 France.
When arriving in Morzine from the direction of Les Gets bear left at the mini-roundabout just before the ‘Bec Jaune’ brewery and bar. Follow this
road to the end and turn left at the roundabout rather than entering the town centre on the one-way system. You will see an AVIA petrol station
on your right at the roundabout. This is the Route de la Plagne road that takes you past the Super Morzine cablecar and the Casino supermarket.
After the supermarket we are about 500m on the left hand side of the road. The chalet is high up above double-height garage doors and directly
opposite a large building called 'La Grand Maison'. If you see Bernard Braize Electrical shop you have just gone too far!

Chalet Chery des Meuniers
Address: 315 Route des Ardoisieres, Morzine, 74110 France.
The road from Geneva Airport will bring you to Morzine via Les Gets. On the outskirts of Morzine go straight across the mini-roundabout in front of
the ‘Bec Jaune’ brewery and bar and bear right again at the fork in the road. This road keeps you out of the town square and you will go past the
Pleney cable car as well as all the ski schools. Continue heading along the Joux Plane road and at the end of the road you will see the Sporting
Hotel. Go straight over the roundabout - under the road bridge and proceed down to the next mini roundabout. Turn right then almost
immediately there is a very sharp hairpin bend to the left signposted AVORIAZ. Follow this road for about 2Km. Go straight over the mini
roundabout with an old mining wagon on it, and in to the hamlet of Les Meuniers. At the Intersport sign that welcomes you to Morzine-Avoriaz
you will need to turn left down the driveway. The driveway goes over a small river bridge and the chalet is the first on your right.

Chalet Thalassa
Address: Route des Ardoisieres, Morzine, 74110 France.
The road from Geneva Airport will bring you to Morzine via Les Gets. On the outskirts of Morzine go straight across the mini-roundabout in front of
the ‘Bec Jaune’ brewery and bar and bear right again at the fork in the road. This road keeps you out of the town square and you will go past the
Pleney cable car as well as all the ski schools. Continue heading along the Joux Plane road and at the end of the road you will see the Sporting
Hotel. Go straight over the roundabout - under the road bridge and proceed down to the next mini roundabout. Turn right then almost
immediately there is a very sharp hairpin bend to the left signposted AVORIAZ. Follow this road for about 2Km. Go straight over the mini
roundabout with an old mining wagon on it, and in to the hamlet of Les Meuniers. Chalet Thalassa is about 100 metres after the roundabout on
your right hand side.

Chalet Clovis
Address: Chemin d’en Ly, Morzine, 74110 France.
The road from Geneva Airport will bring you to Morzine via Les Gets. On the outskirts of Morzine go straight across the mini-roundabout in front of
the ‘Bec Jaune’ brewery and bar and bear right again at the fork in the road. This road keeps you out of the town square and you will go past the
Pleney cable car as well as all the ski schools. Continue heading along the Joux Plane road and at the end of the road you will see the Sporting
Hotel. Go straight over the roundabout - under the road bridge and proceed down to the next mini roundabout. Turn right then almost
immediately there is a very sharp hairpin bend to the left signposted AVORIAZ. Follow this road for about 2Km. Go straight over the mini
roundabout with an old mining wagon on it, and in to the hamlet of Les Meuniers. Follow this road up the valley for a few minutes and just before
arriving at the cable car station at Les Prodains you will be able to turn into the road on the right hand side. You will pass a couple of large
apartment blocks on the right and then an overspill car park with bus stop. From here the road climbs steeply and just at the top of the hill there is
a sharp right turn into Chemin d’en Ly. Chalet Clovis is straight ahead with the car port. If you see Hotel Les Lans you have gone just too far but
many people find it easier to turn here and then approach the chalet driveway from above!

If you have any trouble finding us just give Andy a call on 0033698837987
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